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THE GREEN SHEET 

Keeneland Selections 
By, John M. Gaver III 

www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Keeneland Race Course: Fall Meet 2017 
Fourth Day: Wednesday, October 11, 2017 
Post Time: 1:05 P.M. Eastern 
Keeneland Meet Stats: 30-6-5-2—20%W, 43%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE—OFF TURF: 1 mile & 5/8ths on main track 
(#5)LA MANTA GRIS: Class of the field; bred to love the slop + Castellano   
(#2)EQHO: Has a board finish in the slop; can stay marathon trip, tighter 
(#6)BOOTSY’S GIRL: Longshot moves way up in the slop; distance x-factor 
(#1)CLEVER GIRL: She’ll be forwardly placed stretching out; saves ground 
 
SELECTIONS: 5-2-6-1 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#1 POE)JOVA: Second start off shelf and first for a tag; sits dream trip   
(#5)NUCLEAR OPTION: Back in for tag, powerful jock/trainer combo 
(#1A POE)PEEKACHO: Good form in the slop, drops; gets pocket trip 
(#4)STONEWALL BOY: Fuels a hot pace, steps up in first crack vs. winners 
 
SELECTIONS: 1(Part of Entry)-5-1A(Part of Entry)-4 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#9)GAMBLER’S CHOICE: Game 3rd on debut; tighter second time around 
(#7)OUT OF HYDEING: Sires gets runners; gets Castellano first out of box 
(#5)MONTELEONE: Improving colt should love the main track; on the drop 
(#2)BURTON: Surface change works; first start for a tag and blinkers “on”   
 
SELECTIONS: 9-7-5-2 
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RACE FOUR 
(#7)FROST OR FRIPPERY: Race sets up his late kick; can handle the slop   
(#4)NOBADEER: Good fit for $7,500; must rate in a heat loaded with speed 
(#12)FEARLESS MAJESTY: Gray has been in the money in 5-of-7 in 2017 
(#3)COMO SE LLAMA: 8YO fuels a hot pace; first off the claim for new barn   
 
SELECTIONS: 7-4-12-3 
 
 
RACE FIVE—OFF TURF 
(#4)CLASSY ACT: Tough trip cost her on debut; will love 2-turns and slop   
(#12)BRIDALED TEMPER: Done little wrong for hot barn; tries slop, wide 
(#5)GOING OUT: Tapit filly will love the soupy conditions; plenty of upside 
(#1)SUNAPEE: $155K Scat Daddy filly must overcome one-hole on debut 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-12-5-1 
 
 
RACE SIX 
(#4)ZIPP ON BY: He will love the slop; wire job candidate at 10-1 on M.L.   
(#1)C Z ROCKET: “Talkin’ Horse” hooks a salty crew; tough draw again 
(#11)GRAY SKY: Gets vanguard trip with tons of speed to his inside—value 
(#2)BENEFACTOR: Handy colt is G3 stakes placed; no worries with slop 
 
SELECTIONS: 4-1-11-2 
 
 
RACE SEVEN—JPMorgan Chase Jessamine Stakes (G3T) 
(#8)SUNNY SKIES: Bred to love turf; will be double-tough if it comes off   
(#11)SUGAR QUEEN: Should handle two-turns, blinkers-on; aired in slop 
(#2)RUSHING FALL: Nice turn of foot in Belmont maiden score; underlay? 
(#1)LADY O’TOOLE: Won 3-of-4 lifetime; “cat hopped” in Bayou turf stakes 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-11-2-1 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#2)SURPRISE PRIZE: Bred top and bottom to relish slop; huge class drop 
(#10)CRENSHAW: First start off the claim for Amoss; positive rider switch   
(#1)ARCH MADNESS: Bred to love the main track; 2-pronged drop suits 
(#11)FULLBACK FOYE: Capable of a solid effort off the shelf; Saez stays 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-10-1-11 
 
 
  


